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With the summer season just beginning its mercurial debut, people have begun arming themselves
with some really cool plans to beat the heat. While beige and white remain the classic colours for
the season, they tend to give off a rather staid look. Various professionals who offer expert advice
on beauty and fashion are of the opinion that the heat need not play a dampener on oneâ€™s sense and
sensibilities.

Sunglasses come in various shapes and sizes, are colourful to boot and can be reasonably cheap
to buy. This automatically makes them one of the most sought-after accessories to buy for the
summer. While large, oversized designs seemed to be the flavour of the moment, it is the classic
designs like Aviators & Wayfarers that remain quintessential favourites. They are timeless by design
and all the major brands have refreshed them with a modern twist in terms of materials, finishes &
colours. Two great brands that come to mind are Ray Bans & Polaroid, but one need not limit
themselves; one look around and a whole new world of options lies in wait.

Bright colours are a great way to offset those staid beige and white clothes that become the norm in
summer. Sunglasses manufacturers too have caught onto this trend and are churning out shades
after shades in a riot of colour, ranging from hot pinks, to shimmering reds, bright yellows and many,
many more. Some are even experimenting with featuring interesting motifs that reflect upon
contemporary references to appeal to the preferences of the art & culture crowd in UAE.

Other popular colours, especially when it comes to personal accessories such as bags, satchels,
wallets, purses, footwear, etc. Include bright oranges, electrifying blues and lots more. Neon hues
too have gained in popularity, though their appeal is most likely to be restricted to a slightly niche
crowd. Wearable accessories such as jewellery too are witnessing a transformation in demand.
Plastic and other artificial raw materials are falling out of favour in the heat. Playing out the role of
replacements are wooden accessories and personal wear items made of other natural materials.

Of-course, every true fashionista worth their tassles and threads knows that minimalism is the way
to go.

Thus, one must be careful in avoiding an over accessorized look thatâ€™ll make the others to cringe
and grimace. For, this summer, it is time to welcome those bright and cheery hues.
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